
Rt. 12, Frederick, Md. Mal 
9.30.75 

Dear GarY• 

They've renumbered our routes. 
I'm more or loss in touch with Betimes'. The Bunts made more serious charges against him, that he was (xi) CIA. Whatever bappend in this case, the "Soil part ens with a cask award from the Hunts to 	Sot only did Paul tell me this, old man ,unt did, personally. 
Paul is the one who caught the buggers, the cousin of one of whoa I know. They are really responsible for the Foreman indetment. 
If you are not aware of it the Bunts, Foremen end others are under federal indictment for conspiring to obstruat Justine. I don't know what influence if any this acquittal will have. 

I have not heard from Hondsle sinew the time you asked me to speak to his then sdainistrative assistant, I think Herb Jasper, and I took him to the Arobives and scared him quite thoroughly. 

Directly and indirectly 1, have heard from two other Holborn. What if anything it will mean I don't know and won t try to predict. The major problem is not the members or even their staffs but the self-promoters and self-seekers who have the tit time and means for playing bigmhot and pretending to dp the workman* has. I not only can't meet that kind of competition I don't sant to. 
1  have-taken no. initiatives. Thee, two did. law  
But I don't think what you mention will be eigsifieent and with All the garbage already dumped on them the Homes raid, deMobreaschildt and Ferris et all sill surely turn them off. 

If you want to have us in touch, Sine. But 	devoting my time to getting things done, not courting political figures. After the middle of next week if they want what appears to me to be unlikely, to send someone up here, I'll pseak honestly with him and beck what I say up on what today is zilch more relevant and significant. WO are far past that aspect and that kind of material. 
I have done almost as mulches that commit's (subcommittee appointed) can hope to do unless it begin duplicating my work. I'd be happy for them to have it once I can bring it out, which really moans making a record that can t be corruoted by ignorance, expediency or any other deficiency. 
They may take it the -wrong way but the only time I'd see them not here is if I have to be in DC and would stay longer for it. Ry oar is 12 years old, I have no say of replacing it, I'm getting a little tired, and what I can write means more to me than catering to some committee sember,of the self.impirtance of a staff member who gets paid, as I do not, for his time and travel. If trivalent to be sure Ill giving it to them straight they'd still have to come here. But I'd stay down for suppers  eta., even later. If the realities of my life and situation did not require it assurance, of seriousness of their part would. 

We are far past the point where one-shots can or will do any good. What is now required is what has been for years, contextuol presentations of solid, meaningful evidence. This is that I'm working one. I can t work 20 hour days any more than I have tired to eliminate what it seems best to eliminate. I haven't changed nr, basic beliefs, :either. After agreeing to be on the CBS special kill only) i refused when they con, fronted me with a conflict of interest and a question of principle. Publicity which can soil my books means nothing by comparison to sae. 
For all prootical purposes Isle separated myself entirely from about everyone except 



loser, Bottom and a few students unknown to you./ try to help them. Neu. nothing 
intenddd to be personally offensive started Jerry on the ripoff-self..prometionw 
ego-tripping road he in still on. I have ne content with bid except on the rare 
000asions when be calls and I'm polite. Next time he calls,. if he does - I won't be 
what he'll consider polite. Se stole frames, not only miesming what you should never.  
have given. him and has done no good with that kind of use. 

440 is not alone with emotional. problems. I've tried to break with Ito& many 
times under conditions that will let him think he has. I expeot the last time it 
worked. He is keeping bad company and doing not good things, which is separate from the 
sedemdkseeticepueness of his research methods. 

Before I forgot, I expect you not to repeat that kind of thing ever again, I 
will be using my woXk, woy and whoa Rand where I think it can mean something. 
If we can never be oertain on this, the one thing that is certain is that the other 
and immaturs approaches were voaningless. 43eoidee, it is my work and my right. I do 
hav somd-lhiOgn in the works and I do not west then interfered with in any way. 

If you road the Rock feller Report you knee all these louses did tow job for 
the new kale whitewashing operation. There is nooses of this than I con tell you. 

This is not negatives in *Intent or canton*. I think the prospects are good. Not free the publicised whores tett/Prom solid mat. This is part of the reason X want 
no intrusions into it. I want it to emceed and not to be influenced by selfishness.,  Joao:zoos or as 'aide variety of uneopetbrith emotional problems. To make same of it 
possible I've sold ems sesillagyrigdrts, limited and one-time, and print. Neither 
'vim net I have any replier inacms and the madoitude of Oho work we are into will 
bale* you long.  

Ion are no longer with it, regardless of your interests and good desires. go, the only safe way for you is to make raterrals. Neu will pour more paean into 
the well it you get *bp anywhere near the garrison moss sand that is all you mention. 
Stay sway from it. If it were dependable, which is len% its day U long past and 
there is much Nor* of we aignificanoe today. I can't begin to tahe time to tell you 
shout it of the notualitieo of the trait By 	nature of it all. 

Sorry about eht typos., 

to Gary Sandler 


